T H E "MEMORIA" OF VELASQUEZ
By Walter Pach
ILLUSTRATIONS FROM PHOTOGRAPHS

3RTISTS have left but little of
written criticism. That they
are practised critics, t h a t
nothing more delights their
leisure than the close analytical scrutiny of the productions of art—other men's and their own—
no one can doubt. We see them in museums
—knots of intense students praising or condemning, sustaining an opinion or opposing
it, just as we see them in Zola's " L'CEuvre "
and the few other great books on artists.
Follow them back as far as the records take
us: to Durer visiting Flanders and Italy
and pronouncing on what he saw; to Botticelli explaining that the principle of beauty lies within the artist; even to Cimabue
recognizing the germ of a noble art in the
untrained drawings of the youthful Giotto
—and still we find that hand in hand with
the faculty of creation goes that of criticism.
But what has become of this mass of opinion
—the weightiest that could bebrought to bear
on the much-discussed problems of art ? All
but the smallest of stray parts has been lost
with the breath that uttered it. If the question of the value of their opinions entered
at all the minds of most artists, it would
seem as if they thought their ideas could be
read clearly enough in their works. Only
an unusual combination of circumstances—
of fortune, of success in the work, of acquaintance with artists, could bring a Vasari to write. In Cellini it was the union of
egotism and insatiable desire for expression;
in Sir Joshua it was his exceptional point
of view that the principles of art could be
taught; in Fromentin we recognize that a
scholarly quality of mind and training, rare
among artists, led him to set down his
ideas in writing.
The efforts of a Spanish savant some
years ago made a new and most important
addition to the store of criticism by artists.
The"Memorial of Paintings," by Velasquez,
here given for the first time to English readers (see page 44), shows that the great Spaniard "had the gift for language as for paint."
Indeed, it was in the " History of Spanish Literature" from which these words are quoted

that I first learned of Velasquez's having
written. No one in America seemed to know
of the matter, and it was after considerable
time that a very kind answer from Mr. James
Fitzmaurice-Kelly, the author of the "History," reached me in Madrid. It referred
me to the memorials of the Spanish Academy for 1871, in which appears the following extract from the minutes of a meeting
in March of that year: "In behalf of our
correspondent in Cadiz, Don Adolfo de
Castro, and with a note of transmission
which was read, Senor Fernandez-Guerra
presented a rare and precious example of
a pamphlet which contains, as denoted by
the title, 'A Memorial of the Paintings
which the Catholic Majesty of the King
our lord Don Philip the Fourth sends to the
Monastery of San Lorenzo the Royal, of the
Escorial, this year of 1656. Described and
arranged by Diego Velasquez de Sylva, etc':
—and with this printed matter, a manuscript
from Senor Castro dedicated to the Academy,
and purposing to prove that the small work
cited is notthe only datum which would make
us give to the painter Velasquez the rank of a
good writer. The Academy wished at once
to hear the catalogue raisonne of Velasquez;
and indeed occupied with it the rest of the
session, the reading being often interrupted
by demonstrations of applause, observations, and comments from almost all the
academicians present. And as, in the discreet and laconic description and critical
judgment of the pictures there were naturally encountered words and phrases technical in art, and authoritatively used by the
author, it was decided to include Don
Diego Velasquez among the authorities on
the language recognized by the Academy.
" It was also the unanimous decision to
give a vote of most sincere thanks to Seiior
Castro; and that the said pamphlet, together with the manuscript of ourzealous correspondent, be published in our memorials.
"The Academy also decided that the present location of each of the pictures described
should be noted, as far as possible; and this
charge was given to the academician Don
Manuel Canete."
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The "Memoria" of Velasquez
Perhaps it would be as well to give here
the results of his search. Of the total number of works treated by Velasquez, he identifies twenty-one as among those in the
Prado Museum in Madrid; nine are in the
Escorial, while twenty-two more, including
the "famous" St. Sebastian of Titian, he
fails to trace, though a Titian mentioned—
"The Tribute Money"—appears to have
been the one stolen by the French general
Marshal Soult, who afterward sold it to
the National Gallery of London for 62,000
francs. It is now set down in the catalogue
of that museum as "school of Titian."
Such was evidently not the impression of
Velasquez, for in his passing mention of it
he says, describing the location of each
painting at the monastery, "after that one,
the painting from the hand of Titian" of the
"Tribute Money, etc."
The foot-notes of the "Memoria" are by
Senor Canete, except the one on the word
aposentador.
Mr. James Fitzmaurice-Kelly, in his history above cited, in speaking of the "Memoria" says: "It deserves a passing reference as a model of energetic expression in a
time when most professional men of letters
were Gongorists or conceptistas." (The
followers of the former of these schools of
literature might be called the euphuists of
Spain; those of the latter tried to elevate the
style of their writings by interspersing them
with frequent allusions to "concepts'" of
pseudo-sciences concocted by themselves.)
The first of the writers on Velasquez to
refer to the "Memoria" was Don Francisco Pacheco, the Sevillian painter with
whom Velasquez studied, and whose daughter. Dona Juana, afterward became his
wife. We are indebted to the book of this
old painter and scholar for much of our information about the great master, and in it
we read of this transference by Philip the
Fourth of a part of his collections, on the
occasion of certain solemnities connected
with the royal tombs at the great mausoleum. Pacheco expressly says, "My sonin-law also drew up a memorial of the pictures that were sent." Palomino, another
and highly considered writer on art, at a
somewhat later time, also mentions the
transaction, speaking eulogistically of Velasquez's style in writing and his command
of the subject. After these references, we
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lose track of the little book, and indeed one
of the numerous and distinguished family
of Madrazo spoke of it in a discourse as
"unfortunately lost." A phrase of Palomino's furnishes a clue to the probable explanation of this; he says the memorial
was done "for the information of his Majjesty as to the disposition of the pictures."
Velasquez having performed the whole
work simply in accordance with his duties
as court painter, the idea that his pages
might become a matter of concern to others,
either as criticism or as literature, does not
seem to have occurred to anyone but that
youthful associate of the master, Juan de
Alfaro, whose name appears on the titlepage. Whether this devoted young pupil
(later to become a very tolerable painter),
hailing his master as the "Apelles of this
century" (he afterward wrote a long epic
in Latin with Velasquez as the hero), really
did have the work printed in Rome to consecrate it to posterity, or only pretended
that he did in order, as Senor Castro surmises, to forestall possible trouble, we cannot be sure. Certainly in our gratitude for
the preservation of the document we must
hope that his act procured him no disfavor
from his superiors, though it can hardly
have been acceptable to that Padre Santos,
a chaplain at the Escorial, who, during the
two years that intervened between Velasquez's writing of the "Memoria" and Alfaro's publication of it, in his book on the
monastery made use of Velasquez's manuscript for a description of the pictures without giving credit to the original author,
changing his text only superficially. It is
clear from the extracts which Castro includes in his notes that Santos borrowed in
the same way from his celebrated predecessor, Sigiienza. The attitude of still a third
monk, however, makes it seem as if such
methods were then considered less reprehensible than now. This last, Padre Ximenez, "ingenuously confesses" that he
copied from Siguenza and Santos, only
making such changes as he thought would
improve their lines.
The publication of Santos's plagiarism,
which Senor Castro treated fully in the essay which he sent to the Academy, together
with the "Memoria," produced an effect
which the "learned writer," as Beruete
calls him, did not expect. For it is around
Santos that dissension centres as to the
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authenticity of the work—a small group
of critics having come forward with the contention that he, and not Velasquez, was the
author. Perhaps the first to take issue
against Castro's discovery was the Spanish
art-writer, Villaamil. His first point, that
Velasquez could not have set Raphael's
''Pearl" above his other work, "The Virgin
of the Fish," seems too easily refutable by
the change in ideas that two centuries may
bring to need further discussion. His second criticism, however, having been taken
up by Don Aureliano de Beruete in his book
on Velasquez, is more important. Villaamil says that an honor which is given to
Velasquez on the title-page of the little book
was one he did not at the time enjoy, i. e.,
that he was not then a knight of Santiago
(St. James). But even if we were to allow
that this argument could utterly vitiate the
"Memoria's" claim to authenticity, there
would still remain to the critic by far the
greater part of his task in proving his statement. From Palomino we know that the
Pope's sanction, which was needed for the
painter's final entry into the noble order,
did not come until after the publication by
Alfaro—as Villaamil notes. But from the
same source we know that the king, "acknowledging no temporal superior," conferred the title first, and had Velasquez's
qualifications (freedom from any taint of
Moorish or, Jewish blood, absence of his
family during three generations from any
commercial pursuit or base office, etc., etc.)
proved for Rome afterward. Mr. John La
Farge, in discussing this point, as connected
with Velasquez's wearing the red cross of
the order in his own picture of the "Meninas" (two years before the "Memoria"),
distinctly takes the ground that the insignia
was even then due to the artist. For, he
reasons, following the old account that it
was Philip himself who painted on his favorite's breast the cross in the picture, the
king not only wished to reward him for the
work, but to make it apparent to all who
saw this intimate record that the painter
thus associated with himself and his family
was a person of sufficient rank for thehonor.
So Villaamil's objection as to the dates can
in no way be considered final.
Prof. Carl Justi, pursuing what Beruete
calls a series of "ingenious reasonings,"
finds what he thinks cause for considerable
doubt. The author of the "Memoria"

seems to him rather cavalier in the style
with which he begins to speak of an English
king dead seven years before, plunges, "like
a modern essayist, in medias res, so as to rivet
the attention of the reader by a striking
statement," and only at the end brings in
King Philip, with whom he really should
have begun. Could we get more data on
Velasquez's correspondence—so much of
which is lost—we might include this opinion of Justi's in a consideration of the exact
degree of the king's intimacy which the
court painter enjoyed; but how little it affects the validity of the present document
may be judged from the silence which the
German's fellow-dissenters preserve upon
the point.
Justi—as also Beruete—finds the opinions which Velasquez expresses on the pictures quite out of accord with his characteristics as a painter. I take up below the
arguments which seem to me to prove that
no such incompatibility exists. And, while
recognizing the scholarly qualities in the
works of both of these gentlemen, and the
increased knowledge of the great master
which they have spread, I must remark
that a constitutional disposition to overcriticise seems to affiict them both—leading
to such mistaken decisions as that which
they rendered against the Velasquez portrait recently acquired by the Boston Museum, a work whose genuineness is now commonly admitted.
Justi's final point—or, in his own book,
the first—is, that a suggestion by StirlingMaxwell in 1848, that Velasquez's lost
"Memoria" may have guided Santos,did
not, perhaps, fall on deaf ears; meaning
that Senor Castro, having possibly read the
Scotch author's lines, might have fabricated
the work, or reconstructed it according to his
own Kghts. This insinuation of Professor
Justi becomes the more surprising as we
read on in his chapter and find that the only
support which he brings to it is what he considers the internal evidence which the text
of the document contains.
Here Beruete stands entirely apart from
him. He does not believe in the "Memoria," but his attitude toward Castro is
wholly that of respect, laying the blame—if
such there is—on the eighteenth-century
conceit of producing literary forgeries. It
seems most probable to him that the culprit
was the Count de Saceda, on the ground that
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From the painting by Velasquez.
T h e Me
At the left of the picture appears Velasquez, showing ou his breast the red cross painted by King Philip in recognition of his
work and proclaiming him a person of rank.

lie was especially fond of this species of mystification. Beruete reviews .the works of
Villaamil and Justi, and states that Senor
Menendez y Pelayo, one of the most distinguished of Spanish litterateurs to-day,
first accepted the "Memoria" and later decided against it. On Stirling-Maxwell's
idea that Velasquez's book was used by
Santos—that shrewd surmise which led
Justi to his strange accusation—Beruete is
silent, although he must have known of it
from the former's reference. Sir Walter

Armstrong, while he does not produce any
further reason of his own for doubting the
work, dismisses it more summarily than any
of the preceding critics, with a poetic comparison of our loss of the " Memoria'' to that
of certain relics of Dante. Such writing can
only deepen an impression that the opinions
of this group would have greater weight if
more evidence should sustain their assertions and more logic temper their sentiment.
In France, Baron Charles Davillier, the
well-known writer on art and art industries,
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especially Spanish, translated the " M e moria" into French (Paris, 1874). Lefort,
in the Velasquez book of his series, "Les
Artistes Celebres," gives considerable space
to the document, which he accepts without
question.
Upon being published in Spain by the
Academy, the " M e m o r i a " was generally
received in much the same spirit as when
first read to that body. The ascription of
certain pictures of which Velasquez treats,
now returned to Madrid and the Prado Museum, has been changed since" the discovery
of the document. Such is, for example,
the "Ecce H o m o " of Titian, formerly ascribed to Bassano. Later catalogues confirm Velasquez's account of the distribution of the pictures; indeed, a few are to-day>
where he placed them. The number of
pictures lost is very largely attributable to
the conflagrations, which in later and decadent reigns "afiflicted" the Escorial.
For the Academy's reprint of the " M e moria" Canete found it necessary to do no
more than modernize the spelling, a few
slight errors of printing also being corrected.
So we read the master's words to-day precisely as he left them.
Two and a half centuries have gone by
since Velasquez wrote his memorial, and on
the artists here so succinctly treated whole
libraries of commentary and criticism have
piled up. But the surety of the master's
judgment was such that we look in vain
among the received authorities for any considerable divergence from the lines of opinion that he laid down. The simple and
direct words with which Velasquez notes
the difference between the face of the Virgin
and that of the others in Veronese's "Marriage at Cana " contain the substance of the
lengthy treatments of such subjects that we
find in later writers. Sparing as are the
phrases with which he describes each picture,
we find again and again that he has fairly included the salient qualities of the painter.
He is impressed by the devotion, the reverence, and the feeling in Raphael. Not
only to the faces in the "Virgin of the Fish,"
but to those in many another of the master's
pictures could be applied Velasquez's words,
"beautiful and grave, . . . although
smiling." So, too, where he speaks earlier
of "her exceeding grace" many a Raphael
Madonna must come to mind.

Of an entirely different tenor is his discussion of the Tintoretto picture. Admiration for the truth of effect here takes the
place of a search for spiritual qualities.
Who bvit Velasquez among the old masters would have hit on that phrase "ambient air " between the figures ? And when
we read the remarks on the flatness of the
floor, and think that it was this very year of
1656 which saw the " M e n i n a s " flow from
his brush, we see a connection between the
ideas which he expressed in writing and the
ones which he expressed in paint. With
this great interior of his own beside the Tintoretto, there would, as Lefort suggests,
have been one picture at least which would
not "remain in terms of painting." The
photograph shows how completely he has
described the Del Sarto in the few sentences he employs. Again an even more
succinct note is that on the Correggio, where
the rapid phrases seem like the strokes of
his own brush. We wonder if he does not
define his position between realism and
idealism when he says that the landscape
"equally deceives and rejoices the sight,"
for of all pictures, his hold the truest balance
between the two.
History tells us that Michael Angelo, on
seeing a painting by Titian, spoke slightingly of Venetian drawing. But here admirers of the great colorist have a dictum
of equal value in favor of his drawing, and
from an absolute master of the figure, when
Velasquez says that the "famous " Saint Sebastian was " beautifully planted onhis feet."
This is to say that Titian has met one of
the very diii&cult problems of drawing.
It has frequently been noted that painters of varying schools—draughtsmen, colorists, and expressers—justify their theories
by citing the same great masters. And that
this arises from no anomaly is seen in these
pages. For directly after his praise of the
noble figure-drawing in the Veronese'' Marriage at Cana" Velasquez gives his appreciation of the distinctions of expression, and
finally in the same paragraph a recognition
not only of the color in the vesture of the
little negro for itself, but for that " s p o t " as
related to the whole composition. Later
again he speaks of a figure by Titian as being "so divinely colored that it seems alive
and of flesh." Men of the first rank appreciate all sides of art and embody them in
their production. Afterward, men who can
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From the painting by Raphael Sanzio de Urbino.
"The Pearl'

do but one thing find it in the work of the
masters, and straightway proclaim them as
proving their doctrine.
In spite of his catholicity, however, from
his earliest bodegon to the "St. Anthony and
St. P a u l " of the latest period of his life, certain tendencies and preferences are markedly apparent in Velasquez's work, and it

would be unnatural that these should have
no effect on his judgment. They do; and
if it seems at times, as in placing that iirst
Raphael—the'' Pearl' '—above the Tintoret,
that he does not follow completely his own
judgment, we must remember that it was
the pictures of his "lord, the king" with
which he had to deal, and while he might
43
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reverse this decision in familiar conversation with a brother artist, as we know he
did in Italy, before the rigors of his official
position it was necessary to leave things in
their accepted places. How far he di4 follow his own taste is witnessed by his general
trend toward admiring excellence of representation, even in the work of Raphael,
which later critics, notably those of French
schooling, regard as the sublimation of harmonious line. And could the phrases on
Tintoretto's "faciUty and verve" of handling come more naturally from any other
than the only painter to challenge the supreme Frans Hals for sheer mastery of the
brush ? Color, again, is with Velasquez related with adherence to the facts of nature,
if not actually dependent on that fidelity.
Far from being at variance with his work in
the Prado, let us say, is not this the very
quality which for so long caused men to
blunder about it ? For, with their eyes ac-

customed to the golden tone of Venetian
painting, it was only a short time ago that
men were saying, even such a one as our
own John Hay, that Velasquez's canvases
contained truth but no beauty.
A phrase which occurs more than once in
the " M e m o r i a " is "lo historiado"—the
recorded, or, as I render it, the representation. That a picture should have suggested to Velasquez this word, that for all
its aesthetic appeal, a painting was to him
not merely a design or a color scheme—
whence his presentation of such compositions as the "Martyrdom of St. Gines" and
"Christ's Visit to His Mother," as the
records of events, and his recognition of the
portrait quality even in those heads of personages merely figuring in a scene—all this
agrees well with that noblest work which in
the "Surrender of Breda," the "Spinners"
and the " M e n i n a s " touches the highest
point attained by art.

A M E M O R I A L O F T H E P A I N T I N G S which nature gifted him, with laudable and
generous ambition to embellish his palace
and enrich his Kingdom with the most
Which The Catholic Majesty
Of the King our Lord Don Philip the noble, precious, and exquisite that might
be found in foreign lands, scattered through
Fourth, sends to the Monastery of San
them persons of gentle mind, taste, intelliLorenzo the Royal of the Escorial,
gence and information. They traversed
this year MDCLVI,
Europe, and supplementing with their diliDescribed and Arranged
gence, the gold which the king freely proBy Diego de Sylva Velasquez,
vided, were fortunate in acquiring much of
Knight of the Order of Santiago, Groom the best that interested them. They trans'of the Bed Chamber to His Majesty,
ported it to England and its royal palaces of
Reception Steward of His Imperial
Westminster and Nonsuch—which latter,
Palace,* Adjutant of the Wardrobe,
newly adorned, worthily deserved its name.
Usher of the Chamber, SuperinPainting, in England, was given first place
tendent Extraordinary of Royal
among the arts; not only for its intrinsic
Works i and Court Painter—
excellence, but because of the honor which
^
the Apelles of this Century.
the pictures to be found there reflect upon
Offered, Dedicated and Consecrated to it—famous works by those artists who in our
times receive the veneration and cult which
Posterity
the past gave to its Apelles, Parrhasius, and
By Don Juan de Alfaro.
Printed in Rome in the Office of Ludovico Zeuxis. But at the tragic death of Charles,
this care and labor of so many men fell to
Grignano in the year
the ground in a day. Side by side with the
M.D.C.LVIII
rumor of his death ran that of this rich and
Translated from the Spanish by Walter
singular spoil, convening to its auction all the
Pach.
princes of Europe. And through the Ambassador of Spain and other confidants in EngCharles Stuart, King of England, worthy
land, Don Luis Mendez de Haro, Countof better fortune for the excellent parts with
Duke of San Lucar, was represented at the
* Aposentador:
I t was the duty of this official to provide
for royal guests or for the reception of the Icing when h e sale, as became one who in all things is ever
travelled.
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From the painting by Jacobo

Tintoretto.
Christ Washing the Feet of the Pisciples, the Night of the Supper.
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•watchful to secure the best. This he did
here, obtainingforhighprices (whichseemed
nothing to him) the canvases and panels
which were justly reputed the best among
many good ones. When they were brought
to Madrid and their excellence was recognized close at hand to deserve the attention
of our Lord the King, with his superior
understanding, [the Duke] laid them at his
feet, and they had their due place and estimation in the Royal Palace—that sumptuous
treasury and asylum of culture, where, obedient to Jove's command, the Arts have
accumulated what is most admirable and
precious of his realm—the labor and honor
of many ages.
I . [ I N THE] SACRISTY.—Beyond competition, a panel* by Raphael Sanzio de Urbino
* T h i s picture later came to be called " T h e Pearl," by
which tide it is now generally known.

From

the painting

by Andrea,

del

merits the first place. It was carried from
Mantua to England; in it is painted Our
Lady with the Child, Saint Isabel and Saint
John, with a landscape well applied to the
figures, and in its second compartment a
Saint Joseph—most excellent, all this, in
drawing as in color. T h e action and countenance of the Virgin more than human.
Words fail to explain her exceeding grace,
that of the Child and the Saint John. T h e
Child has his foot on a pillow that is in a
cradle formed of osiers; the cloths of it are
truth itself. No exaggeration could equal
the taste and diligence of this work; we
may assure ourselves that till to-day nothing
equal by its author has been seen in Spain.
The panel is five and a quarter feet high
and a little more than four in breadth.
II. SACRISTY—Let there go in the second
place, but not as inferior, the Canvas of

Sarto.

Our Lady, the Child, and St. J o h n .
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by Paolo

Cagilarl

J'CTJJIJSC.
T h e Marriage of Cana in Galilee.

Christ performing the miracle of the conversion of water into wine.

Christ's Washing the Feet of the Disciples,
the night of the Supper. The great Jacobo
Tintoretto here exceeded himself. It is
most excellent in conception, and admirable
in invention and execution. With difficulty
does thespectatorpersuadehimself that what
he sees is painting: such is the force of its tints
and the disposition of its perspective, that
he thinks he can enter and walk about on its
pavement—flagged with stones of different
colors, which, diminishing, make the distance in the piece seem great; and between
thefiguresthere is ambient air. The table,
seats,and a dogwhichis introduced are truth,
not paint. The facility and verve with which
it is handled will cause astonishment to the
most adept and practised painter; and^ in
short, whateverthepainting that beset beside
this canvas, it will remain in terms of painting, while so much the more will this be felt to
be truth. This canvas and another of the
Supper were done by Tintoretto for the
church called St. Mark's in Venice.* It was
taken away and a copy put in its place, but
* In tiie Catalogue of the Pictures of the Royal Monastery
-of San Lorenzo, called the Escorial, by Don Vicente Polero y
Toledo (Madrid, 1857), a note to page 11 says that this
•canvas was painted, not for the Church of St. Mark's, but for
that of Santa Marcola. The Spanish ambassador, Don
Alonso de Cdrdenas, bought it at the auction of Charles I
of England for King Philip IV for the sum of f.2$o sterling.

although one knows that such is the case, so
satisfactory and harmonious is the copy
that even beside the work of the master it
seems an original. It is seven and a half
feet high and nineteen broad. The figures
are life size.
III. SACRISTY.—The panel by Andrea
del Sarto, of Florence, is very worthy of
this place and to be the work of so great a
master. It is Our Lady seated upon some
steps. She holds the Child with one hand
and with the other her mantle. The Child
stands, looking at an angel dressed in a
green and most beautifully worked tunic;
he has an open book in his hands, and looks
at the Child, who stretching out His arms
with an action of rare life, seems to throw
himself toward him. On the other side
there is a figure (in the main part of the
picture) seated on the steps; it may be
taken as Saint John the Evangelist, though
it bears none of the special marks that denote him. On the last of the steps is seen
another small figure of a woman with a
child by the hands, and all this against a
landscape whose tints harmonize with the
composition of the picture. This one was
also taken to England from the auction of
the Duke of Mantua.
47
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IV. CHAPTER-ROOM.—A painter of the

V. H A L L OF THE C H A P T E R . ^ A panel *

Marriage of Cana in Galilee, where Christ is
performing the miracle of the conversion of
water into wine; it is by Paolo Cagliari
Veronese, abounding in figures of the nobility and rare disposition that this great
painter possessed in all he did, both those
seated at the table and those that serve.
There are admirable heads, and almost all
seem portraits. Not so that of the Virgin,
for it has greater gravity and divinity, and
though very beautiful, corresponds proportionately to the age of Christ, who is beside
her; a matter in which very many painters
err, who painting Christ of mature years,
paint his mother as a girl. There is one
standing figure, dressed in white, who
seems to enter from without. Others accompany him, and as they stop at the sight
of the miracle one of those at the table describes it to them. Before the board is a
little negro seen from the back, serving; his
vesture is yellow, and the spot produces a
great harmony in the composition. T h e
figures are of half-size. T h e height of the
picture is four and a half feet, and its length
seven and a half.

from the hand of Raphael of Urbino, in
which is painted Our Lady seated on a high
chair, and in front, below, a chest or pedestal of wood. At her right side is the youthful Tobias, kneeling with the fish in his
hand that indicates his history, a n d the
angel who accompanied him. Notable are
the devotion, reverence, and feeling of both
as they look at the Virgin and at the Child;
all, it seems, have life. T h e countenance
of the Virgin is beautiful and grave, as also
that of the Child, although smiling. He
stretches out his arm toward them, and the
other rests on a Saint Jerome kneeling at
the other side in the robes of a cardinal with
the lion at his feet. Of this painting, Giorgio Vasari makes mention in the life of
Raphael. H e says it was painted for
Naples and that it is in the Chapel of the
Santo Cristo who spoke to Saint Thomas.
The Duke carried it to Spain, and with other
excellent pictures presented it to His Majesty. T h e panel is seven and a half feet high
and five and a half broad.

Together with these four canvases he [the
Duke] brought from England others, profane works, no less excellent—such as are
the twelve emperors which the famous Titian painted for the Duke of Mantua, and
which have been so frequently copied, to
the greater fame and estimation of the originals (they serve to-day to adorn the royal
palace of Mediodia); among them the
portrait of the Lord Emperor Charles the
Fifth as a young man, his hand resting on a
greyhound. But as the above-named are
the four principal paintings, we shall only
speak now of them, reserving a consideration of the others which he brought and
gave to His Majesty for a due time in the
future.
As paintings really decide their own rank
by their excellence and reputation, and as
these are so possessed by the pictures here
described, surely no one will imagine that I
need give them grade or precedence. Presupposing this, I pass on to speak of others
of the many that Don Ramiro Nunez de
Guzman, Duke of Medina de las Torres,
gave to His Majesty when he came from
Italy. T h e following go with the four
described above.

VI. SACRISTY.—A picture of as high
estimation as the preceding, from the hand
of Antonio Correggio, is the risen Christ in
the orchard. T h e Magdalen, most beautiful, on her knees at his feet—most tender
in feeling; the Christ very beautiful; the
landscape, in which there is the illusion of a
dawn, equally deceives and rejoices the
sight. T h e height is.four and a half feet
and the width nearly four.
VII. ANTE-SACRISTY.—A picture by Paul
Veronese of the Mystery of the Purification.
The figures are of half-size, but they have
no lack of the appearance of life. I n the
centre is seen the aged Simeon, decorated
with the insignia and ornaments of the
High Priest, bowed with years, and resting
his heavy body on two attendants who conduct him to the table or altar. T h e Virgin,
kneeling before him with the Child in her
hands on a white cloth, H e all n u d e ^ m o s t
beautiful, tender, and seemingly with the
restlessness so natural to that age, so that
he appears more alive and in the flesh than
painted. Saint Joseph accompanies the
Virgin with a candle in his hand, and be* Sefior Cafiete's n o t e . — A m o n g t h e multitude of
works of which the French despoiled us during t h e W a r
of Independence, this picture went to Paris in 1813. T h e
b a d state of t h e panel m a d e them transfer t h e painting to
canvas, on which it is preserved to-day. T h e y returned it
to us in 1822, " T h e Virgin of the F i s h " is t h e name
generally given to this beautiful composition of t h e painter
of Urbino.
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The Virgin of tlie Fisli.

hind the altar is a woman with some pigeons in a cage, all painted with the nobility
and grand manner of its author. T h e
countenance of the Virgin, which is seen in
half-profile, is divine—most beautiful and
modest, and the other heads of the figures

of the story most excellent. One figure
seen from the rear in front of the altar, in
counter-position to a white cloth which
covers it, dressed in a yellow garment
striped with other colors, and with an open
book in his hands, completes the composi49
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tion marvellously. This picture is four and
three-quarters feet high, almost five wide.
VIII. ANTE-SACRISTY.—Another, by Titian, of the Flight into Egypt. I n a natural
and very beautiful landscape. Our Lady
with the Child in her arms, gazing at Saint
John, who brings her some cherries gathered from a tree by an angel; on the other
side is Saint Joseph smiling, looking at the
Child, on foot and leaning on his staff.
Among the trees in the landscape is seen
a little donkey grazing, and in the farthest
distance, other animals. I n the shrubbery,
where there are terraces that seem real
earth, some little rabbits gambol. I n another part, on a pool, some ducks; marvellous all this, and in the best style of the
author. T h e figures are less than life size.
T h e height of the canvas five and a half
feet, and twelve and a half broad.

cords. T h e others, patriarchs and prophets
—excellently painted and with great judgment, are recognized by their insignia. T h e
invention is rare, the idea new, and the composition and harmony of the representation
beyond exaggeration. T h e figures are less
than life-size. It is nearly five feet high and
almost eight wide.
XII. SMALL AULA.—Another of the same

author; he has painted in it the martyrdom
of a saint, * possibly Saint Sebastian. T h e
other figures are many, varied in posture
and in dress. It is of the finest of his work.
The saint is kneeling, already placed on the
spot where he is to be decapitated; the executioner bares his neck with one hand while
with the other he holds the sword. T h e
saint, with his eyes toward heaven, closes
his ears against the persuasion of some
priests who point to the bronze statue of a
goddess; all is painted with singular grace
and charming taste. The figures life size.
The height is nine feet and the breadth six
and a half.
X I I I . SACRISTY.—Another of Saint Margaret reviving a boy whom^ an old man, accompanied by other persons, sustains with
his hands. T h e figures are life size—more
than half-length. It is held to be from the
hand of Michael Angelo Caravaggio, and
one of his best works in this style. T h e
height is four and a quarter feet and the
width more than three and a half.

IX. SACRISTY.—Another of the same
artist, a "Betrothal of Saint Catherine."
Our Lady is seated in a landscape, the
Child reclining in her lap; the saint kneeling to caress Him; Saint John the Baptist,
a child, who brings fruit to the Virgin, who
extends her hand to take it. This is an
original—highly esteemed. T h e figures
less than life size. T h e height is three and
a half feet, the breadth almost five.
X. SACRISTY.—Another picture, from the
hand of Paris Bordone, a portrayal of Our
Lady seated in a chair of state, with the
Child standing on her knees. At her right
hand a Saint Anthony of Padua, and at the
Of the paintings which the Count of Monother. Saint Roch, medium-sized figures; terey brought from Italy and gave to His
the whole painted with very good taste. Majesty, whom God preserve, the following
Three and a half feet high, and in length, are included:
less than five.
XIV. SACRISTY.—One by Annibale Carracci of the Ascent of Our Lady to heaven.
T h e Admiral of Castile, Don Juan Al- Leaving the sepulchre she rises on high acfonso Gutierrez de Cabrera, gave many and companied by angels, and the apostles in
selected paintings to His Majesty when he various positions watch in wonder. I t is a
came from Italy. Of these, the following painting of great fame and stands among
the good works of its author; very similar
go to the Escorial:
XL CHAPTER-ROOM.—A canvas of Paul in its masses of color and in the disposition
Veronese, in which Christ, accompanied by of the story to those of Tintoretto. I t is in
the Fathers of Limbo [Padres del Limbo— height four feet and three-quarters, in width
•see Dante, " Inferno," Canto IV], visits his three and a half.
mother, finding her in loneliness and great
XV. SACRISTY.—A picture by Fra Sebasaffliction, praying. T h e countenance of the tiano del Piombo, of Venice. Christ, carVirgin is one of great feeling, and in it are rying the cross slanting, with a light violet
seen expressed at once sorrow and joy. tunic; a painting of grandeur and force.
Christ, most beautiful, with a white mantle, The head of the Christ is most beautiful.
is blessing her, and nearest to him is seen the
* Caiiete's note. -The martyrdom represented is that of
good thief, with his cross, and his hands in Saint Gines.
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Carracci.
The Ascent of Our Lady to Heaven.

and it and the rest of the figure represent
well the weight and fatigue of the cross
which bears him down. A rough fellow is
beside him; his head, charmingly painted.

seems a portrait. Behind him is seen another head of a man in armor. The tint
of all the rest is dark. The life-size figures
are of somewhat more than half-length.
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Many copies exist of this original, and there
are two at San Lorenzo which seem to be
by the same hand. The height is four and
a half feet, and the width a scant four.

two arrows piercing him, the head raised to
heaven with great feeling and life; and beside the body's being beautifully planted on
its feet, it is so divinely colored that it seems
XVI. SMALL AULA.—Another from the alive and of fiesh.
hand of Titian: Christ shown by Pilate to the
people. He is surrounded by many rough
[I here omit the notices of a number of
fellows; the figures all natural size. It is pictures which the author simply mentions
with their sizes and location at the monastery—
no comment being made.]
Of all the f o r t y - o n e
paintings t h e r e remain
only five to be accommodated, and of these the
size has not been convenient ; so they remain in the
chapter-rooms till others
come that are expected,
so that all may be placed.
T h e s e sacred paintings, selected from those
of all kinds which adorn
the royal palace of His
Majesty, are the ones he
now sends to the Royal
Monastery of San Lorenzo, thus giving, as he absents them from his sight,
a new and marked evidence of his feeling f o r
that house, and a proof
that to furnish it magnificently he will never hesitate, when necessary, to
strip his own residence of
its most highly prized belongings.
From

the pahitiiig

by Fra Sebastiano

del

Piombo.

Christ Carrying tlie Cross.

very good, but has suffered much and has
some repairs. T h e height is more than
four feet, the breadth three and a half.
Other sacred paintings accompany those
referred to, completing the number twentyfour; they are these:
XVII. SACRISTY.—The great Titian's
famous Saint Sebastian (which belonged to
the Counts of Benavente), a figure of natural
size in a niche, nude, the hands behind and

His Majesty n o t i c e d
that some of the apartments were poor in paintings, especially t h e two
described, and he did not delay in their
improvement. Beyond a doubt, when this
sacred and stupendous pile was erected by
his mighty grandfather, the latter, foreseeing the great piety of His Majesty, purposely left him much space vacant, so that
his royal mind might adorn it at will, and
that his churchmen, in due gratitude, should
incessantly pray God to prosper and prolong a life of such great importance.
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IMPRESSIONS
RARY

O F CONTEMPO
FRANCE

BY B A R R E T T

WENDELL

I V — T H E R E P U B L I C AND DEMOCRACY
|HEN we compare the present
system of government in
France with the various others which haveflourishedand
fallen since the Revolution
o v e r t h r e w the traditional
monarchy, at least two circumstances distinguish it from all the rest. The first is
that in origin it was not deliberate. Foreign invasion had resulted in the fall of the
empire; a provisional government was a
matter of necessity; and from this provisional government the republican system
still in existence was presently developed,
by methods of debate rather than of armed
force. Though, beyond doubt, the republic had intense partisans, their convictions
would hardly have established it but for the
solid fact that no other proposed plan of
government, royalist or imperial, proved
practicable at the moment; something had
to be done and this seemed, on the whole,
the only thing to do. Exceptional though
the tragic conditions of its beginning were,
there is, accordingly, a case for those who
should maintain, with what seems paradox,
that the present republic is the most normal
form of government which has controlled
France since the old regime. For it is the
only one which was forced upon the country
by the practical logic of necessity. All the
others were based on the revolutionary precedent of supplanting the regularly constituted authorities by armed force—a process
which, of course, resulted in making the suppressed parties revolutionists themselves,
duly waiting their turn. The republic, to
be sure, has as much doctrine of its own as
the empire had or as either scheme of royalty; but this doctrine is rather the defence
of its power than the basis.
Even if this were the only circumstance to
distinguish it from the forms of government
to whose authority it has succeeded, it would
stand conspicuously alone. A second cirVoL. XLII.—6

cumstance makes its position doubly clear.
Whether the unrecognized normality of its
origin has had anything to do with its endurance or not—the question might well
prove debatable—the fact of its endurance
is now beyond question. Between the outbreak of the Revolution and the fall of the
second empire no French sovereignty had
maintained itself for more than eighteen
consecutive years. There had consequently
never been a period when everyone in the
country who had attained the age of twentyfive could not personally remember both the
state of affairs which had preceded that under which he was living and the revolutionary disturbances by means of which the government actually in power had come into
existence. During thefirstyears of the third
republic it must have seemed as palpable a
political novelty as almost any other of the
systems which had come before it in living
memory. By the year 1888, however, it had
already survived as long as either the reign
of Louis Philippe or the second empire, its
two most prolonged predecessors; and by
this time the interval since 1888 is as long
as that which separated 1888 from 1870.
For thirty-six years the actual form of government in France has now remained unbroken by revolution. By 1906 there was not
a living Frenchman under the age of forty,
whatever his political convictions, who could
personally remember any other system than
that under which he was contentedly or
restlessly living at the moment. Almost insensibly, the present Republic of France is
growing to have such sanction as must come
to any institutions from time wherein the
memory of man runneth not to the contrary.
This of itself would give the present republic a chance of stability not enjoyed by
any other French system of the nineteenth
century. When governments, as when children, survive the dangers of infantile disease, their prospects of survival till old age
53 .
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